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Q4: No dividend and softer ICR threshold from
Moody’s

Vasakronan reported another stable and credit neutral Q4
report, underpinned by good NOI development and growth
in profit from property management. Key credit metrics
remained in line with our expectations and Moody’s rating
requirements, despite the 4.1% unrealised value decline
reported in Q4. The board once again take a responsible
stance in that no dividend shall be distributed, a sound and
credit protective proposal, in our view.

Q4: Good NOI development, but valuation pressure due to
higher yield requirements

Vasakronan’s high quality commercial portfolio continued to perform well

during given the circumstances. The rental income and NOI increased by 9%

and 13% y/y in Q4 (in line with our estimates), mainly attributable to

completed projects and CPI-indexation. For comparable property holdings,

the rental income and NOI grew by 10% and 12% y/y in 2023. The

company’s 12-months NOI-margin was 73% per end-December 2023 �71%

a year-earlier). Net lettings were small but positive in Q4 at SEK 14m (SEK

�65m FY 2023). Vasakronan’s economic occupancy rate decreased 0.2% q/q

and stood at 90.9% at end-Q4 (of which 0.3% of the vacancy is attributable

to project developments). Commenting on the rental market, the CEO said it

remains fairly stable, although a bit polarized, as the flight-to-quality trend



continues. Looking at renegotiations’ lettings during 2023, it took place 1%

above index compared to previous rent payable �3% among offices and �3%

among retail). Unrealised value changes amounted to SEK �7.4bn in Q4 (we

anticipated SEK �6.1bn), corresponding to a 4.1% value decline.

Vasakronan’s yield requirement has increased by about 0.8% last six

quarters meanwhile unrealised value changes are down c. 13% since the

peak. The average yield requirement increased 27bps q/q to 4.51% as of

end-Q4 2023. 

Factors impacting property revaluations 

Source: Vasakronan

Stable ICR q/q but slightly higher LTV – BOD proposes no
dividend (credit protective)

The sequential development in key credit metrics was mixed. Looking at the

net LTV, it increased from 40.7% to 41.8%, with controlled investment

activities and slightly lower net debt to some extent counterbalanced by

negative property revaluation. Vasakronan invested SEK 871m in Q4 and c.

SEK 2.3bn in remaining investments among major projects (average

occupancy rate was 66% vs 58% a quarter-earlier). Despite upward

pressure on funding costs, the profit from property management (PFPM)

increased by 13% y/y in Q4 �8% for FY 2023). Looking at 12-month earnings

metrics, ND/EBITDA improved slightly from 11.5x to 11.1x meanwhile the

ICR was flat q/q at 3.8x according on our calculations. Following some active

work with the derivative portfolio, Vasakronan’s average interest rate was

unchanged at 2.7% meanwhile the share of fixed interest maturity within 12-

months decreased 6% q/q and stood at 22% as of end-Q4. Given the

uncertain market conditions, Vasakronan’s Board of Directors (BOD) take

once again a responsible stance that no dividend shall be distributed. We view

this credit protective measure as sound but note that BOD intends to re-

evaluate the dividend situation after the summer.



A3/Stable rating affirmed by Moody’s while softer ICR
thresholds were introduced

In November 2023, Moody’s affirmed Vasakronan’s long-term issuer rating of

A3, while the stable outlook was left unchanged. The rating affirmation

reflects the company’s strong portfolio quality, good rental growth, solid

liquidity position and access to financing, which together with the responsible

dividend stance balancing the weakening ICR. Noteworthy is that Moody's

lowered the ICR thresholds by 0.5x to 3.0x�4.0x �3.6x currently) in

conjunction with the rating affirmation while the effective leverage

thresholds were left unchanged at 35%�45% �42.2% currently). We do not

assume any near-term rating pressure, given adequate ratio headroom,

diversified funding structure, no dividends, and the fact that a meaningful

portion of the asset devaluations have already been taken. Overall, a stable

and credit neutral Q4 report.

Deviation between actual Q4 results and SEB DCM Research estimates
(SEKm)
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Vasakronan's LTM financial accounts and forecast, SEB DCM Research
base case
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Quarterly rental income and NOI (SEKm)
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Property portfolio statistics (SEKm)
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Property portfolio composition by property type (%)
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Property portfolio composition by region (%)
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Tenant composition per end-Q4�23 (%)
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Breakdown of tenant by sector, % of contracted rent 
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Historical evolution of net leasing per quarter (SEKm)
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Overview of Vasakronan's major projects ongoing per end-Q4�23 
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LTM leverage and interest coverage (x)
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Moody’s effective leverage and rating triggers
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Moody’s fixed charge coverage and current rating triggers
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 Funding composition over time (%) 
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Debt maturity profile per end-Q4�23 (SEKm)
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Distribution of funding sources per end-Q4�23 (%) 
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Interest maturity profile per end-Q4�23 (SEKm)
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Relative value, selective SEK bonds 
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